David Alexander Harvey
Computer Scientist & Mathematician
750 S. 650 W. Apt 17
Provo, UT
84601-5745
hhhobbit@securemecca.net or hhhobbit@securemecca.com
801-376-2893

25 Oct, 2013
To the Honorable Senator Hatch:
Imagine my surprise on Thursday afternoon (yesterday – 24 Oct, 2013) to be receiving a
confirmation that my email message to Senator Hatch had been received. The problem is, I
didn't send the message. The file OopsHatch.txt is a copy of the confirmation mail message I
received for a mail message somebody else sent pretending to be me. The file
SenatorHatchBadReply.jpg is a picture showing that response and another response sent to a
message that I did send. They are in this hidden folder on my web server:
http://securemecca.com/US-Reps-Sens/
That still leaves both you and me with a problem. Somebody is misrepresenting themselves as
me. Hopefully you log where these messages come from. In that case here are my addresses:
WAN IPv4: 71.195.210.208 / 255.255.252.0
WAN IPv6: 2001:558:6008:39:45c:49e3:8bfb:390 / fe80::201:5cff:fe62:4a46
Sauron IPv6 (1): 2601:7:7c80:134:21f:bcff:fe03:df5f/64
Sauron IPv6 (2): fd48:68a0:eb48:0:21f:bcff:fe03:df5f/64
GandalfTW IPv6 (1): 2601:7:7c80:134:4261:86ff:fe87:5cd9/64
GandalfTW IPv6 (2): fd48:68a0:eb48:0:21f:bcff:fe03:df5f/64
I don't think you will need anything but the first two but give these to the tech staff to find out
who is pretending to be me. It may be a relative of mine with an infected machine that thinks it
is no big deal. It could also be a relative giving my information to somebody like the Tea Party
which I despise. After all, if some survivor of the Nazi death camps makes the statement that
even though we can't all be leaders we shouldn't be followers either I heed their counsel. He
counseled that we should all think for ourselves. Accordingly, I am an independent.

What I am offering. We could come up with an ID string that is assigned to everybody that is
not our SS number. I offer these as samples to the tech stuff for your email to give them some
ideas:
http://securemecca.com/public/biological-passport/
I ran 100 tests of one million samples each without one collision for 16 characters composed of
the digits 0 through 9, and all letters of the Latin alphabet from A through Z, excluding O (oh)
and l (ell) because of their similarity to 0 (zero) and 1 (one) respectively. They will see that
possibility of collisions is infinitely low. If we had to supply an ID then it would make
impossible for Tea Party members to submit a message pretending to be me. It would also
prevent my relatives hacked machines from having hackers sending messages pretending to be
me under the control of some hacker. It would not prevent my machines for sending messages
claiming to be from me if I was hacked and my machines were under the control of the hackers.
I can assure you that is not the problem. I use Linux, not Windows and handle dozens of
malware per week and have done it over eight years. I know what I am doing!
What you need to do is pass legislation that makes it a crime for one individual to email the
President, Senators, Representatives, Federal Judges and others pretending to be somebody else.
I have no idea what I supposedly said, but I am madder than hell somebody is pretending to be
me. I will both snail mail this message and hand deliver it to your Provo office if that is
possible. This is a serious issue.

Thanks

David A Harvey
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